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Notification

Dear Customer,
Thank you for purchasing our product.
To ensure efficient operation and maintenance please read this manual carefully.

N-Tester specifications are subject to change without notice. The manufacturer reserves the right to
modify the device at any time without obligation to modify previously supplied products. The contents of
this document is considered appropriate for the intended use of the device.
We kindly ask you to check whether warranty card is filled in correctly and contains purchase date and
Supplier’s stamp.
The warranty period is set in accordance with the Consumer Protection law and is indicated in the
warranty card.
Keep the device documentation (billing documents, invoice, warranty card, user manual and
specifications, etc.) during the entire period of operation.
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Warranty terms
Warranty obligations are valid only if warranty card is filled in correctly and contains product serial number
and purchase date.
Free repairs are made only during the warranty period specified in the warranty card.
The warranty service is excluded in the following cases:
- Violation of the operating conditions listed in this document
- The device has signs of disassembly or mechanical damage
- The device has signs of unauthorized servicing
- The device has damage caused by the intrusion of foreign bodies, substances, moisture, insects
- Damage caused by natural disasters, fire, etc.
Use the device only for its intended purpose.
Any operation or action listed as prohibited in this document will void the warranty.
It is recommended to contact manufacturer for maintenance and ensuring further operation of the device
after the warranty period.
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Important information
Safety instructions.
Keep the device away from open fire, heat or direct sunlight. Never expose to water.
The device does not use hazardous electrical voltages.
The device does not use components and materials that are dangerous to human health.
To charge the device battery use only suitable power supply designed for mobile devices.
Disposal of the device.
The device is manufactured with high quality recyclable or reusable materials and components. Please
check local recycling regulations for electrical and electronic products. Please act in accordance with
local regulations and do not dispose the device with general waste. The device contains batteries that
cannot be disposed of with general waste.
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N-Tester device description
N-Tester is a portable device for agricultural specialists. The device utilizes a photometric method of plant
diagnosis and allows you to switch from monitoring to digital plant nutrition planning, lighting and plant
protection management.
Principle of operation.
The principle of operation is based on valuation of light absorption ratio in two optical bands: red and near
infrared. The values  may vary depending on the amount of light absorbed by leaf chlorophyll. Chlorophyll
content is used to determine plant's nutritional requirements (primarily nitrogen).
The index is calculated by data obtained within a series using statistical data processing. Values outside
confidence interval are omitted. The confidence interval is calculated by series’ variance using Student's
distribution for a small number of measurements.
Description of functions.
Main functions of the device are:
- calculation of the absorption-based index for plants in different conditions and growth stage
- data collection, storage and export to a mobile device or PC
- coordinates and time registration of each series of measurements (for devices with a GPS/GLONASS
navigation module).
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Specifications
N-Tester complies with Technical Conditions TU 26.51.66-001-42684900-2020
- weight: 0.3 kg max, with battery;
- package dimensions: 220x230x150 mm (or less);
- processor (32 bit) clock speed - 80 MHz;
- internal memory (for firmware) - 4 MB;
- wireless Wi-Fi connection according to the IEEE 802.11g standard for communication with a mobile
device or PC, micro-USB for battery charging;
- operating voltage: 5.0 V +/- 10%;
- charge current: 0.5 A max;
- power consumption 0.5 W (communication with a mobile device), 0.1 W (in measurement mode);
- built-in battery: lithium-ion 3.6 V 2600 mAh;
- battery full charge time: 4-6 hours;
- display diagonal size: 33 mm, display resolution: 200 × 200 pixels;
- programmable multichannel light-to-frequency converter;
- multisystem GLONASS/GPS receiver.
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Operating conditions
-

service life: 5 years
operating temperature range: +4°C to +40°C
store in a dry and heated room at temperatures from +4°C to + 50°C
device body is made of polyamide - a durable plastic and is designed for in-field operation
device body is made in a splash-proof design. Protection against splashing water is ensured when there
are no cracks on the product surface
- do not store in direct sunlight without a cover
- maintenance and repairs of the device can only be performed by the manufacturer
- it is recommended to use original package when device is sent by mail or package delivery company
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Getting started
Charge the device battery before use.
Charging connector is covered with rubber cap to
protect it from moisture and dust. Pull the cover to
expose the connector. Power supply with USB
connector is required. Use the cable, supplied with NTester.
Green LED indicates charging status. The number of
consecutive flashes is proportional to the state of
charge. The LED glows continuously at full charge.
Supply Voltage, V - 5
Capacity, mA*h
Charge current, А
Full charge time, h

- 2600
-

- 0,5
- 4-6
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Switching device to measurement mode
Switch green lever into upper (marked as
"ON“) position to turn on N-tester in the
measurement mode.
Please note that N-Tester uses a display
with E-Ink technology (electronic ink). The
display retains last image even when power
is off.
This display type provides contrast image
even when the device is used on a sunny
day.

When the device is turned on, the following message will be
displayed: «Calibration – press and hold until beep».
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Positioning module
N-Tester features integrated GPS / GLONASS module
which can be activated immediately after purchase or
later by request.
If GPS / GLONASS option is activated, current date
and time will appear on the device display in 1-2
minutes after the device in switched on. That
indicates that the device is ready to receive date,
time and positioning data at the measurement site.
You may start to take measurements even before
date and time initialization. Positioning data will be
registered and stored into the device memory during
index calculation when current series of
measurements is completed.
Please note that the GPS / GLONASS module does not
work indoors, and processing time for satellite signals
may increase up to several minutes depending on your
location.
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Calibration
press
Press the measuring head of the device and hold
until a short beep to perform calibration.
The following message will be displayed:
"calibration finished - series ---".
When current series of measurement is
completed, series counter increases. Number of
the series may be changed (see "Screen menu SERIES OF MEASUREMENTS ")

When series with maximum number is completed (60 for ПРАК. 431155.001
and 120 for ПРАК. 431155.02), series counter will be reset to 01.
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Using the device in measurement mode
The device will take a measurement when a
plant leaf is clamped between sensing parts of
the device.
Insert the leaf between the sensing parts. Both
measuring windows (with LEDs and with
matrix) must be covered. The leaf must be at
least 5 mm wide. Use two bumps at the edges
as a reference. Try to insert the leaf into the
sensing area along this line. Avoid placing the
leaf outside the sensing area when it is
clamped - this may cause damage of the device.
Try to select leaf parts with smaller vein density
for measurements. Large leaves such as corn,
beets, cucumber can be measured in several
places.
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Using the device in measurement mode. Errors
N-Tester automatically checks measurement
data for errors. If the leaf is clamped too
weakly and the matrix is exposed to ambient
light, the following message will be
displayed:
“Error! Excessive ambient light"
Faulty measurement will not be registered.
It is necessary to retry the measurement.

Applied force must be
sufficient to firmly press
the rubber ring to a leaf

If measuring is impossible due to insufficient
leaf transparency, the following message will
be displayed:
“Error! Leaf transparency is too low“. Faulty
measurement will not be registered. It is
necessary to retry the measurement.
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Using the device in measurement mode. Errors

N-Tester automatically checks measurement data for
errors. If measuring head is released before the
measurement is done, the following message will be
displayed:

«Error! Press and hold until beep»
Faulty measurement will not be registered. It is necessary
to retry the measurement.

In a similar way, results are not registered if measuring is
impossible due to insufficient leaf transparency or
excessive ambient light.
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Switching device to settings and data transfer mode

Switch green lever into upper (marked as
"ON“) position while pressing measuring
head to turn on N-tester in data transfer
mode.
When N-Tester is switched to data
transfer mode, the following message
will be displayed: «Wi/Fi – «N-Tester» ip
address:10.0.0.1».

In this mode, N-Tester creates a Wi-Fi access point “N-Tester” which can
be used to connect to the device.
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Connecting to Smartphone or PC
Switch the device to settings and data transfer
mode. On your mobile device or PC, find and
select the "N-Tester" Wi-Fi network.
Use any browser to communicate with the
device. It is recommended to use Google
Chrome.
In the browser, type 10.0.0.1 (or
http://10.0.0.1) to enter N-Tester page.
For future connections, we recommend you
placing a shortcut (bookmark) with the NTESTER address on your desktop or other
convenient place.
Tap or click the icon twice to enter the device
menu.
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Screen Menu

When your mobile device or PC is connected
to N-Tester, you may open the device settings
menu.
At this page, you may adjust N-Tester settings
for your tasks, view measurement results,
transfer data or clear the memory.
Transmitted commands are also duplicated at
the N-Tester display.
The top line of the menu shows the device
serial number, which is also listed in the
warranty card.
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Screen Menu. “Series”
In the "SERIES“ section - you can set
initial number of the series. Counter will
start from that number. This will allow
you to keep several series in the device
memory or overwrite unnecessary
series.
The maximum number of series in the
device memory is 120.
This setting is convenient for
experimental plots.

Please make sure to press the «Enter» button to apply new settings
ПРАК.431155.002
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Screen Menu. “Measurements in a series”
In the "MEASUREMENTS IN A SERIES"
section you can set the number of
measurements in a series depending on
crop, variety, etc. You may select
convenient number of measurements
between 1 and 30. Default setting is 30
measurements in a series. It is
recommended to take at least 20
measurements in a series for cereals.
This setting is useful for open ground
and greenhouse crops with large leaves.
You may set three, four, or five
measurements for a leaf.

Please make sure to press the «Enter» button to apply new
settings
ПРАК.431155.002
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Screen Menu. DELAY BETWEEN SERIES OF MEASUREMENTS
In the “DELAY BETWEEN SERIES OF
MEASUREMENTS " section you can set
delay time (in seconds) at the end series.
Pressing the measuring head of the
device during this time does not start
measuring. This setting is intended to
mark the end of current series (in
addition to information on the display).
We have added this setting at the request
of N-Tester users. Please send us your
comments and suggestions on the device
operation. We will try to implement them
in the following models.

Please make sure to press the «Enter» button to apply new settings
ПРАК.431155.002
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Screen Menu. GNSS Activation code
In the “GNSS activation code" section
you can enter a code to activate
GPS/GLONASS positioning module.
The code is provided by manufacturer.
You may purchase N-Tester with
deactivated positioning option and, if
necessary, activate it at any time with a
valid code. You may purchase an
activation code from the seller or
manufacturer.

Please make sure to press the «Enter»
button to apply new settings
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Screen Menu. Show measurements
This is an additional setting for the
measurement visualization.
When this option is enabled, each
measurement result will be displayed
on the device screen before the index
value for the series is calculated and
registered.
It is necessary to check preliminary
result when working with narrow leaves
(e.g. on winter wheat at early stages of
the growing) to prevent incorrect
measurements.
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Screen Menu. Data View
Open the “Data view" section to view the
measurement results. N-Tester stores
measurement data in a table.
The table can contain the data of up to 120
series of measurements. The index calculation
is based on the data obtained in each series.
Values outside confidence interval are omitted.
The interval is determined based on the
variance of the results and Student's
distribution formula.

It is recommended to export measurement
data to PC and erase device memory at the
end of every working day (see the “Erase
MEMORY” section)
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Screen Menu. Data View
Depending on positioning module status,
the device fills data in a different number
of columns. N-Tester fills first three
columns for every series. If positioning
module is activated and functional, the
device fills all the columns: “Series",
“Index", "Number", "Date", "Time",
"Latitude" and "Longitude". Following
data is automatically added: date and
time of each measurements, latitude and
longitude of the measuring site.
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Screen Menu. Data Export
Open the “Data export" section to
download or share measurement
results.

Data will be displayed on your device
as a delimited text (comma-separated
values). The following text will be
displayed on the N-Tester screen:
"Export data as .CSV“.
CSV file format is widely supported by
spreadsheet and database
management applications.
N-Tester memory can store up to 120 series of measurements. According to the practice, that should be
enough for a full working day of an agronomist. If you have a lot of plots or large areas for variable rate
nitrogen application, you may save and export almost any number of measurements to Smartphone.
We recommend you exporting measurement data on a PC or cloud storage daily.
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Screen Menu. Data Export
You can send the registered data using
your smartphone immediately after
measurements. If there is no network
coverage, the file will be sent when it
appears.
Select all the lines and then copy into a
text document, or send using the
"SHARE" button (located at the top of
the screen).
Choose the path to share or export the
data.
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Screen Menu. Erase memory
You can erase measurements stored in
device memory in the “Erase memory”
section.
It is recommended to export measurement
data to PC and erase device memory at the
end of every working day.
To erase data stored in the device, select the
“Erase memory" section in the menu. The
following text will be displayed on the N-Tester
screen: “Deleting stored data“. Select the
required action on a mobile device: "ERASE” or
“CANCEL".
When "ERASE" is selected, the data stored in NTester memory will be cleared.
If the memory location with current series
number is not empty, data will be overwritten
(previous data will be lost).
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Transport and storage

Always use a portable bag for storage and
work in the field. This will protect the
device from damage or overheating in
direct sunlight . The bag has plenty of space
for N-Tester, notepad, smartphone and
charger.
Belt fastener or shoulder strap is
convenient in the field.
The bag is included in the N-Tester kit.
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Warranty card
Device model:

QC

Serial number:

Packer:

Manufacture date:

Date of sale:

The Seller:
Company name:
Phone:
Address:
Email:
The device received in good condition.
I have read and agree with the warranty terms.
Seller’s
stamp
(buyer's signature)

The warranty card is not valid without the Seller's stamp!
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Dear Customer,
Thank you for your choice! We guarantee high quality, perfect functioning and reliability of the NTester device.
With careful operation, the N-Tester will serve you for years. Avoid mechanical damage during
operation. Keep the device away from water. Do not leave the device in places with high
temperatures (e.g. in a car or in direct sunlight). Do not leave the device near the devices which
can generate strong magnetic fields.

Use a dry cotton swab to remove dust from the measuring part of the device.
Charge the battery monthly when you are not using the device.
Contact information is indicated on the warranty card and on the website: www.N-tester.ru
Join our Telegram channel to share your experience of using the N-Tester. We kindly ask you to
send us your feedback and exchange N-Tester user experience with other community members.
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Plant Measurement Tips
• Use NDVI map or yield map to plan your measurement points. Elevation and surface runoff models are
also preferable.
• Use navigation equipment to locate areas of interest on the field.
• Take measurements two days after rain, watering, or before watering or liquid fertilizer application.
Moisture on the surface of the foliage can affect the measurement results.
• Take measurements at the same hours of the day, preferably between 9-11 am, in order to avoid
circadian variation in chemical characteristics of the plants.

• Measuring head of the device is very sensitive. Direct sunlight on the sensing area may cause an error
and re-measurement. We recommend measuring in the shadow of your body, avoiding acute angles
between solar light and the measurement plane.
• For cereals, it is recommended to measure the most developed leaf at its center. Some experts advise to
measure several points along the leaf, shifted several centimeters from each other. You also may enable
"Show measurements“ option in the device settings. The device will show preliminary measurement
results, which will help you to evaluate how index is changing within a leaf, detect measurements at the
veins and damaged parts of the leaf.
• Measure two or three adjacent plants. According to the practical experience of N-Tester users, specialists
are tend to take measurements on a more developed plant.

• The device may be very sensitive to particular properties of a specific cultivar. We do not recommend
using prescription tables for converting fertilizer rates from one cultivar to another.
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Notes
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